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GEORGE &
CHARLOTTE’S
PICNIC
PLAYDATE

WEDDING
& A BABY!
SECRET CEREMONY AFTER JEN
GETS THE HAPPY NEWS

• Reception at George Clooney’s
Italian villa — and only 14 friends
& family members invited
HOW BRAD’S
MOM GOT THEM
• Jen: “I’m hoping for a boy!” BACK TOGETHER!

EVER!
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BOURDAIN

INSIDE
HIS
TRAGIC
FINAL
DAYS

SANDRA VS. RIHANNA

OCEAN’S
OCEAN
’’S 8
STARS’
NASTY FEUD
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LIL’ KIM, 43

“I can see where she tried
to make improvements,
but she went overboard,”
says Dr. Fallek. “She had
a wholesome girl-nextdoor look, and now she
looks like a plastic doll.”
The reality star maintains
that makeup — not plastic
surgery — is responsible
for her transformation.

The rapper’s infamous
makeover probably
cost around $50,000,
says Dr. Fallek.
“She looks plastic,”
says Dr. Abrishamy,
who suspects
everything from eye
reshaping and cheek
and lip implants to
a nose job and chin
refinement. (Kim has
denied plastic surgery
rumors in the past.)
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KIM ZOLCIAK-BIERMANN, 40

PRISCILLA
PRESLEY, 73

Aging is always a
factor when looks
change over time,
but in the case of
Lisa Marie’s mom,
surgery is a bigger
one. ”She looks
completely
different,” says
NYC-based dermatologist Dr. Gary
Goldenberg. “Almost
unrecognizable.”
He suspects Botox,
fillers and a chin
implant set the star
back $10,000.

GETTY (12)

The Don’t Be Tardy star has been vocal
about filling her lips but insists that her
nose — the thing NYC-based plastic
surgeon Dr. Ryan Neinstein says “changed
her entire look” — is the same one she was
born with. “Why would I not talk about a
nose job?” she asks. New Jersey-based
plastic surgeon Dr. Steve Fallek isn’t a fan:
“Bad nose before, bad nose after,” he
says. “You should be able to buy a better
nose — one that fits your face!”
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ASHLEE SIMPSON, 33
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TAMAR BRAXTON, 41

“Everything is real,” says the
reality star, who insists she’s only
gone under the knife to put a
piece of cartilage from her ear
into her nose. But Marina Del Rey,
Calif., dermatologist Dr. Shawn
Abrishamy suspects that’s not
the whole story. “Her cheeks look
fake,” he says. “They’re upsetting
the balance of her face.”

The singer’s famous nose job was
just the beginning! “Her plump
lips make her look like a different
person,” says Troy, Mich.–
based
plastic
surgeon
Dr. Anthony
Youn. Still,
most docs
agree that
the changes
were all
for the
better.

The experts used in this story have not treated these stars.
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